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Master the Art of Social Selling

This eBook was created to support the Scale Your Sales Master the Art of Social Selling Workshop created for
sales professionals, business owners and key people in growth companies who want to get close to and
nurture their customers.

Why Now - What's change & Why Social is essential in 2021.
Since 2006 there has been a meteoric rise in social media and the expansion of digital channels. With the
economic crisis, brand loyalty and trust are at an all-time low. Attention spans are shortening, and traditional
sales techniques are less effective. Ten years ago, the sellers had all the information, but now the buyers can
access more information with just a few quick clicks. The buyer no longer cares about what a seller knows;
they care about their own wants and needs. The fact is that information is abundant and yet a shortage of
insight. Especially in this Pandemic, almost all your customers are online researching and can be reached
online. The pandemic has simply accelerated the move to digital.
This means you must be where your customers are to get their attention – this means you must get social.
Social Selling helps sales professionals generate excellent results by leveraging social media to connect,
engage and develop sales opportunities. Sending sales pitches on LinkedIn is a waste of time and destroys
your brand reputation and trust.
To generate leads on LinkedIn, you must:
1. Build your brand,
2. Find your prospects,
3. Engage with your prospects, and only after you have done that,
4. Reach out to connect.
The principles discussed in this eBook work across other social platforms for business use.
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Why is Social Media an Essential Part of Your Sales Methodology?

89% of top-performing salespeople
said social networking platforms
were important in closing deals as
part of their sales strategy.
(LinkedIn)

72% of Twitterfollowers are more
likely to purchase from your
business
after
an
online
engagement. (Shopify)

75% B2B buyers & 80% of
executives' buyers use social media
to make purchasing decisions (IDC
study) & are more in uential, have
larger budgets & buy frequently.

31% of B2B sellers said social
Selling allowed them to build
deeper relationships with their
clients. CSO Insights and
Seismic

Social sellers attract 45% more
opportunities ( LinkedIn )

If you want to accelerate your results, you will need a strategic social strategy aligned with your sales
methodology, and for most salespeople, that means mastering social.
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Scale Your Sales Framework

I developed the Scale Your Sales Framework to help companies modernise the sales methodology, retain and
grow the best of what they have, and build strategic relationships into pro table partnerships.
I will talk through some Scale Your Sales Framework elements, precisely, Attraction and the Engage, Educate
and Elevate customer relationships.
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Let us talk about What Social Selling is Not!
Social Selling, not selling directly! Think of it as nding relevant people to create opportunities to have relevant
conversations.
The better you are at targeting what is relevant to your customers and buyers, the higher your success rate,
revenues, and pro ts.
Inbound Social Selling is sharing content, SEO, pro le, or website attracts leads into you; this often sits with
Marketing.
And There is Outbound Social Selling is sharing your article on, say LinkedIn, you actively review and engage
those that interacted with the article noticing where they work and asking follow-up questions to create
opportunities to develop conversations with relevant.
This technique allows you to sell more e ciently by nding relevant people and having relevant conversations
to serve more e ciently. However, you must earn the right to a conversation or give a demo or sales meeting.
Never connect and sell. It erodes your reputation.
Social is not just online. It is taking online o ine and o ine online to continue to nurture relationships.
Social is not just online. It is taking online o ine and o ine online to continue to nurture relationships.
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7 Ways to Supercharge Your Social Engagement and Stand Out to Your
Customer.
1.

Who Are Your Most Valued Customers?

80/20 your Most Valued Customers
· Who are the customers that are the best match for your products and that love what you do and align with
your cultural values?
· Who the customers that returned the highest revenues or have the highest potential to?
· Which customers have the most strategic importance?
These are your Most Valued Customer or Key Accounts. Usually, they are your top 20% of client that return
80% of your revenues.
TIP: Use social media to research your target key customers, not just demographics name, position, company
but their psychographics, their motivations their perspective.
Social media is a fantastic listening tool to keep track of your target and existing customers proactively.
When you know and understand your sweet spot of key customers, you can create a social engagement
strategy to get in front of, acquire and grow more of them.

This is social Selling.
Tip: you can go into the source page of your competitor website to nd their keywords and meta descriptions.
Find ranking word with Google keyword search tool. Google search and suggestions.
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2.

De ne and Optimise Your Personal Pro le for Sales.

The reason for de ning your brand is so your unique group of customers must be able to nd you. Get Found
by key customers - the power of KEY words.
Do not focus on selling your company or yourself; focus on being found by your ideal and key customer. Your
customers are looking for solutions; you must help them nd yours.
There are two ways to get leads, either you nd them, or they nd you. I know which I prefer! When I am found,
it is because people are interested in what I have. If you wanted to be seen by your most valued potential
customer – what would it be for?
Tip: Your customers conduct online research looking for differentiators, so think like you buyers and
differentiate yourself.
What are those 4-5 KEY words that help your customers nd you?
Tip: Gain Relevant Attention - nd in uencers in your industry and network and leverage their in uence.
Build Your Personal Pro le and Pro le for Sales
So, you have approached the potential customer. What do they do? They look you up on LinkedIn. What if your
pro le is a mess? What impression are you making? Will they accept your call? You have an excellent product,
but you are on the back foot peddling hard trying to get in front of a hot prospect. Does your pro le support
you as a credible resource? If not, your personal outreach is less effective.
People judge you by how you present yourself – they do not know you - how else can they judge you?
Optimise your personal pro le. You may represent a company, but you are the personal connection to the
company.

Make Your Pro le Customer-Focused and designed for your target customers. They do not want to hear
about your accolades and achievements but how you can help them achieve their goals. Focus on your
headline message, your headshot, and your background image, then your About.
Headline Tips. A one-liner that explains how you help clients perhaps followed by something personal. This
would help you build your rapport with the prospects before you even met them for a meeting. A great
headline helps your target audience decide whether they would accept your connection request, or if already
connected, determine if they agree to a meeting.
Reference: Top Tips to Leverage LinkedIn for Sales Development
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3. Understand Your Audience Better Through Social
I love social media access to information; it is listening to your neighbour and not getting caught. Social
listening allows brands to track, analyse, and respond to conversations on social.
It is a crucial component of audience research. Monitoring relevant keywords and hashtag reveal what
interested people are saying about you and your competitors online, even when you are not tagged. You can
use social listening for more profound social media audience research. As you monitor keywords and
hashtags, you may uncover other relevant hashtags and audience users. Then, test how effective these
hashtags are in your social posts to extend your reach to more relevant users.
Using Boolean logic, you can get quite detailed search results—research which social channels your audience.
A hashtag that works well for a competitor's campaign would be an excellent choice starting point for your
own. Use tools like https://keyhole.co/.
Put customer question in Google search and see what other alternative terms appear. Google Analytics to see
which social networks appear in your referral tra c report.
Buzz Sumo.com search bar helps you nd relevant keyword for your industry.
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4.

Engage and Connect with Personality with Anyone.

To engage on social media platforms, it is to have a 2-ways discourse or conversation; this is not alike or a
share; an exchange is measured by comments. Engagement is about creating interest, sharing stories and
experiences with your unique personality always; people like to feel they know you before they get to know
you.
Engage Before Sending a Connection. Send a connection request once you have engaged online or reference
your meeting point. Send a connection, keep the engagement going, and develop the conversation.
Grow the Right Audience. Connect with relevant prospects, decision-makers in your industry on a regular basis,
ideally about 10-20 new connections every day.
The narrow and speci ed audience with more personalised messages to get the best results. Pick 25 from
your list of 100 potential prospects you will nurture each month.
The Power of a Follow-Up. Start from the

rst conversation or connection and continue to nurture

and warm the relationship, which may take 12 months. You are not their priority. Some people may be more
accessible on other channels. Human to human connection will work the most.
Build a Personable Business Relationship with your prospects, so care about what they care about, listen, and
social listen to build trust and later solve their problems by purchasing your product, service, or advice.
TIP Engage: Thank them, ask a question - never sell directly, share insights relevant to them (I saw this and
thought of your article - sharing notable thought leadership from your industry), and when they engage with
you, only then can you delve deeper with a conversation.
TIP Connect: Always read the target customer pro le, use this as your starting point and make it about them,
not you. Incorporate your research in your exploratory connection response. Something like "I saw you present
at Confex, and I thought you were brilliant, I would like to introduce you to our Sales Director, we need to
modernise our sales methodology. Do you think they would connect? You must demonstrate to WIIFT that you
are a real-life human and not an automated bot or scripted salesperson; engage them with
curiosity. Remember, they look at your pro le and decide if you are a credible connection.
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You need to build quality trusted relationships through valued adding communications.
If you sense that the prospect is starting to get a little cold, then back off a little bit. Use the time to research
materials and sources that are bene cial for the prospects.
Your goal is to build rapport so that the prospects would trust you, buy into your con dence, your expertise,
and eventually do business with you.
Example: Another fantastic way to start a conversation: Ask Me Anything videos are an excellent way to start a
conversation. The number one metric you want to judge on LinkedIn is a conversation, and the conversation
comes from engagement. Example: using platforms such as video Asks, these videos can drive customers to
an appointment or meeting or products.
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5. How to Create VisibilityTthrough Content That Engages and Educates.
Harvard Business states, "With social Selling, salespeople use social media platforms to research, prospect,
and network by sharing educational content and answering questions. Continue to build relationships until
prospective customers are ready to buy. To educate, you must know your customer well enough to give them
what they need and want (rather than want you want to sell).
Do your research before following up and ask yourself before every interaction:
· How am I adding value to X?
· How can I make it easy and enjoyable for X?
· How is this helping X move forward in their decisions and helping them resolve their problem?
Your customer is searching for your solutions, and your insight must educate on solving their speci c problem.
Educate is not about giving the customer the theory of relativity. It is about telling your customers something
they do not already know. You do not need to be controversial, but it is essential to have a unique perspective
relevant to your key customers.
You must communicate it with personality - Buyers and customers buy your personality and your insight rst,
then your product and last your company. They buy on emotion and justify their decision on logic. So be
human and characterful in your communication.
Share Value-Giving Content. Share some thought leadership pieces, stories of your journey, and your
knowledge and experiences. The goal is to sell based on value, and by value, this is what your prospects value.
People are on LinkedIn to connect and consume relevant information relevant to them, so give them what they
are looking for.
Join Groups where your target audience gets answers to their questions in the group. Position yourself as a
generous thought leader and giver rather than a sleazy salesperson.
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Be Authentic. You do not need to be an expert to be successful on LinkedIn, but you need to be authentic,
honest, and real. Your goal is to give as much value in your content, so your prospect considers you the right
supplier.
Tip: Educate and align your posts with trending topics. 82% of B2B prospects are active on social media, so
seize the opportunity to comment on and leverage trending content.
Exercise: Think of what content your buyers wants to see or what questions do they need to answer, such as:
· Help me to build the business case for change.
· Tell me in 90 words or less why I should not eliminate your product/service from consideration.
· Give me more in-depth product info so I can determine if I should short-list your solution.
· Give me detailed case studies for companies like mine.
· Will this help me to sell your solution to our internal stakeholders.
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6.

How to Turn Social Conversations into Sales Conversations.

The 3 most common mistakes people make on LinkedIn are:

1. Weak Pro les, at least 80% of seller's pro les are not optimised, customer-focused and they are just poorly
written CVs.
2. Sharing weak content. Instead of sharing valuable content, they reshare company blogs that do not add a
contribution.
3. Sending bad messages, sending out terribly written sales pitches and spam messages in high quantities.
The process to generate leads on LinkedIn is:
· Build your brand,
· Find your prospects,
· Engage with your prospects, and only after you have done that,
· Reach out to connect.
Only after you have engaged and connected with the right target customer, given value and developed the
relationship, then look to take your conversation o ine or in a virtual world set up a conversation with the sole
purpose of discussing the solution.
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To construct your LinkedIn cadence, here are the 5 things to remember: hook, relate, build, bridge, and call to
action.
· Hook – mention their name and industry.
· Relate – mention the issues they are dealing with. Do not throw your pitch in; relate to their problem.
· Build - relationship and trust understanding their deeper problem.
· Bridge - Get into a discussion and offer Value – Give 3x before your Ask permission.
· Call to Action – mention your solution (do not pitch the solution) and offer next step demo or meeting with
other stakeholders.
Make Your Messaging Super Personalised. If you want to get more responses on LinkedIn, you need to make a
message about them and their world.
Do Your Research. Read through their pro le, look for their pain points, their activities and
relevant to include in your message.
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Vary the Modality. When sending text-based messaging, audio, voice messaging. Not many people do voice or
video messaging; you also need to personalise these videos, so quality over quantity. Build a relationship with
the person you are speaking with rst before you send an audio or video.
Find Human Connection. Be creative and targeting people based on their psychographic pro le, such as
talking about meditation, yoga, mindset, if this interests them and you. Do not send automatic messages;
customers respond to people, NOT BOTS.
Ask for Permission before you start asking questions and digging for information. You will have better quality
and a higher reply rate with this method if you ask permission rst.
Remember, 84% of B2B buyers start their buying process with a referral (LinkedIn)
Customers prefer a peer-to-peer recommendation to somebody new that wants to sell. Part of your
engagement programme is to engage stakeholders and in uencers that could in uence and recommend.
Remember, if you do not build that relationship, they decrease their chance of a successful sales conversion.
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7.

Create a Social Selling Customer Growth Plan

Have a goal and effectively plan social into daily bit sizes?
· Establish your objective?
· Plan ways to achieve it.
· What bite-size actions will get the results?
· Consistency is key, ideally daily.
· Do not forget your brand identity and values and social etiquette.
· Test and measure results
· Rinse and repeat.
Your Social Selling Customer Growth Plan identi es the goal and outcome you want. It helps to get the
customer attention, engagement, connection, educate towards a sale. Not having a plan means you are ying
in the wind, hoping that something will stick. This is not an e cient use of your time.
There is a difference between strategy and tactics. Many sellers dabble in social tactics and wonder why it is
time-consuming and does not deliver the results. Ad-hoc Adds little or no value to your customer's journey to
nd solutions and answers. Have a clear objective for your actions.
Your Social Selling Customer Growth Plan is created to ensure you do not waste time and effort but have
a clear and consistent process to engage and educate existing most values customers or accounts toward
strategic growth.
You must plan your attack on a speci c target customer that ts your pro le of key customers.
Once you have the plan in place, you can start doing something every day in as little as 10-30 minutes with
morning coffee.
For Example: Create and send a post, comment, and reply, engage, then connect with ten people. Recheck
LinkedIn at the end of the workday, comment, and reply. Same on Twitter. I schedule curated content on
Sundays. Content is to initiate reactions and conversations with relevant people.
TIP: Every year, I research ve people or companies I want to work with and create a strategic engagement
plan for each target customer. For each customer, I create a Social Selling Customer Growth Plan.
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7 Strategies to Supercharge Social Selling Effectiveness
1. Who Are Your Most Valued Customers?
2. De ne and Optimise Your Personal Pro le for Sales.
3. Understand Your Audience Better Through Social.
4. Engage and Connect with Personality.
5. Create Visibility Through Content that Engages and Educates.
6. Turn Social Conversations into Sales Opportunities.
7. Create a Social Selling Customer Growth Plan.

I challenge you in the next 14 days to take and apply one of the 7 Strategies.
To take one of the seven strategies and apply it in the next 14 days, connect with me on Twitter or LinkedIn,
and let me know what happened.
This will have signi cant results if you take action and may even win a signed copy of my book, Business
Evolution.
As you know, information is only as good as the application; I want to encourage you to develop a social
selling approach to nurture prospective and existing customers and ultimately will increase your sales
revenue.
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